Abstract-Location-based services have become extremely popular. As a result, indoor localization has received a lot of attention from both industry and academia. Despite the plethora of existing approaches, no method can achieve high accuracy without major, expensive changes to existing systems. For example, to achieve good accuracy, fingerprinting methods require many APs within range of a client, time-of-arrival methods require tight synchronization, client hardware changes and line-of-sight, and direction-of-arrival methods require expensive antenna front ends and line-of-sight. In this paper we take advantage of inexpensive, off-the-shelf switched-beam antennas (SBAs) to increase the diversity of measurements used for fingerprint-based localization. We show using experiments that a single AP equipped with n SBAs may infer equally rich localization information as n APs equipped with n omnidirectional antennas each, as long as the SBAs are properly configured. We then establish via extensive experiments that a single packet reception from a commodity client at a single AP equipped with a handful of SBAs (e.g. 8 SBAs costing a couple of dollars more than omni antennas) achieves localization accuracy in the order of half a meter with or without line-of-sight, in any indoor environment, with zero airtime overhead and zero client support.
INTRODUCTION
D ESPITE its huge market potential, indoor localization still remains an open problem today: in environments like airports, shopping malls or office buildings, people will often find themselves in need of navigation to get to their destinations. This has to be done without using the Global Positioning System (GPS) since the GPS signal is greatly attenuated by roofs. Motivated by this, in recent years researchers in both academia and industry have come up with numerous approaches to locate nodes, for example using WiFi RF signals [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , sensor network RF signals [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , acoustic signals [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , visible light [23] , [24] , the relative position information between nodes [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , and more. Among those works, positioning techniques based on WiFi signals have attracted a lot of attention for indoor scenarios in the academia and industry thanks to the enormous popularity of WLAN system in the past decades. A WiFi-based indoor positioning system can take advantage of the alreadyexisting wireless infrastructure in the site, and thus posing little additional cost. Similarly, the users of the system can receive the service via their WiFi-enabled device such as smartphones and tablets, at no additional cost either.
WiFi-based positioning mechanisms have certain shortcomings. For example, time-of-arrival (ToA) [3] , [6] , [31] , [32] , [33] and direction-of-arrival (DoA) [34] , [7] , [35] , [36] methods require a strong enough line-of-sight (LOS) signal component between the access point (AP) and the user, which is often not the case in indoor environments that contain a lot of obstacles and partitions. Fingerprint schemes [4] , [5] , [8] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] don't require LOS, but require measurements from many different APs to get accurate results. Since the main reason of having a WLAN is for data transmission, there is no incentive to cover locations with multiple APs. What is more, multiple overlapping APs may cause inter-cell interference harming data rates. Last, many indoor positioning proposals require the AP and/or user to perform operations that are not defined in the current 802.11 standard, thus requiring hardware and/or software modifications on the user's side. As a result, no WiFi-based indoor positioning system has yet been widely accepted and implemented. Instead, the industry has mostly settled for Bluetooth iBeacons to make rough proximity estimates. In this paper, we propose a practical and powerful fingerprint-based method for WiFi indoor positioning using switched-beam antennas (SBAs) in a manner that significantly improves the efficiency of the core fingerprint-based approach. SBAs are inexpensive 1 , compact antennas that can switch between some predefined directional modes. By switching the SBA to different directional modes, we can get multiple uncorrelated measurements from a given user using only one AP rather than multiple APs located in different places. Furthermore, SBAs can be used to estimate the DoA of the signal using a variant of the well known MUSIC algorithm [44] , [45] . While the resulting estimate is rough, it directs fingerprinting to certain areas and further improves the localization accuracy. As a result, our method significantly improves a fingerprint-based positioning system's localization accuracy, achieving half-meter level of accuracy with a single AP, with the reception of single packet from a commodity client, e.g. an ACK, without requiring line-ofsight, and while being fully compatible to the current 802.11 1 . SBAs cost only a couple of dollars more than standard omni antennas and allow fingerprint-based localization improvements as discussed in this work, as well as better MIMO rates [42] and low overhead AP coordination capabilities [43] .
standard. Note that this accuracy can be further improved by using on top of our core system any of the fingerprinting "add-on" ideas found in the literature, see the related work section for more details. Our main contribution consists of significantly improving the accuracy and efficiency of the core fingerprinting approach with almost no overhead and with an easy path to industry adoption.
Like all fingerprint-based schemes, our approach requires the offline creation of fingerprint maps at deployment time and whenever there is a major change in the environment [46] . The cost associated with the labor to perform such on-site surveys should be considered when accessing the total cost of fingerprint-based localization and there is a large body of work on reducing the cost of this offline phase, see [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] for recent ideas. Although it is beyond the scope of this work to propose ways to further reduce this cost, we do conduct experiments to show that environmental changes pose at most the same level of overhead on our approach as it does on the traditional core fingerprint method.
Interestingly, in addition to using SBAs to improve fingerprinting-based localization, we also show how the increased diversity from SBAs and the DoA information that they provide, can benefit not only fingerprinting-based localization schemes but also other localization approaches such that ToA ones.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses prior work and Section 3 motivates the work by showing the gain we get from SBAs comparing to ordinary omnidirectional antennas. Section 4 describes how our method works in detail and Section 5 presents extensive experimental results. Last, Section 6 discusses how the method can be implemented in a 802.11 compatible manner with zero or very little overhead, and Section 7 uses SBAs in the context of ToA localization.
PRIOR WORK
There is a large body of work on indoor localization, mostly relying on Time-of-Arrival (ToA), Direction-ofArrival (DoA), and fingerprint-based approaches. In this section we mostly focus on papers in the context of WLANs.
Under ToA, see, for example, [51] , [3] , [6] , [52] , [53] , an AP measures the "time-of-flight" of the wireless signal between a user and itself to estimate their distance. If at least 3 APs measure their distance to the user, we can predict the user's location through triangulation. Under DoA, see, for example, [7] , an AP measures the angle of the arriving signal sent by the user, in order to estimate the direction of the user's location. As a result, the user's location can be projected if we obtain angles from two or more APs. Despite often yielding good accuracy in theory and testbeds, those two approaches have significant practical/deployment drawbacks.
Under ToA, an inaccuracy as small as 3 nano seconds would cause an estimation error of 1 meter due to the speed of light. To get accurate timing measurements, researchers have proposed to tightly synchronize the clock between the AP and the user. However, those synchronization schemes are costly and often require hardware changes not only on the AP but also on the client side, which means they won't be deployed anytime soon. Although systems based on DoA do not require such tight synchronization, they require precise DoA measurements which can only be obtained by expensive antennas which are also too big for commercial APs, e.g. phased-array antennas [54] , [55] . Besides those issues, both ToA and DoA methods need line-of-sight (LOS), as a dominant multipath component may render ToA and DoA measurements very inaccurate leading to unusable localization predictions. Since most indoor environments with real world WiFi deployments have a plethora of non-LOS locations, these methods cannot be used in most practical settings as is.
Motivated by this, the third major indoor positioning scheme called "fingerprinting", see, for example, [4] , [5] , [8] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [40] , [56] has attracted a lot of attention. Fingerprint-based localization systems involve two phases: during the offline phase vectors of received signal strength indicator (RSSI) from APs are collected at many reference points whose locations are known, and, during the online phase, RSSI vectors from a user in an unknown location are compared with the RSSI vectors of the known locations to estimate the most likely user location. The main issue with fingerprinting is that RSSI, and, more general, RF signal measurements are noisy and a large number of uncorrelated measurements are required for high accuracy. The omni antennas of an AP yield highly correlated measurements, thus the need for many APs to collectively receive and process measurements to achieve good accuracy, which is also impractical.
To improve fingerprinting many "add-on" techniques have been proposed [57] , [58] , [59] , [60] , [61] , [62] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [63] , [64] , [65] , [66] , [67] . For example, in [58] , [59] , the authors take advantage of the sequence of RSSI data collected along the user's walking trajectory, and use the patterns found in such temporal sequences to assist the underlying localization process. In [60] , [61] , [62] , the authors notice that the WiFi signal shows unique patterns in certain locations, and use such "landmarks" to determine the user's location. Another idea is to use information on the relative positions between multiple users, taking advantage of WiFi end devices discovering other nearby devices, to improve the accuracy of the traditional fingerprint process [25] , [26] , [27] . Last, the motion sensors in today's smartphones provide us with additional information like user's walking direction and speed, allowing researchers to further increase the fingerprinting accuracy [63] , [64] , [65] , [66] . Our work significantly improves the core fingerprinting mechanism and could be then used with any such ideas to further increase accuracy.
Last, researchers have been taking advantage of directionality in fingerprinting systems by equipping APs with directional antennas [68] , [69] , which reduces the fingerprints' correlation level and increases their dissimilarity, making it easier for the system to distinguish between different locations. What is more, researchers have also implemented fingerprinting systems equipped with one antenna array that localizes the client via signal subspace analysis [70] . Those findings further motivate our work, as we have made consistent observations in our experiments which we will discuss in the next section. Note however that unlike directional antennas which only have a fixed directional 
MOTIVATION
Despite all the add-on ideas for fingerprint-based localization, the core mechanism stays the same and requires a large number of independent, uncorrelated RSSI measurements to achieve good accuracy. This, in turn, requires a dense deployment of APs such that uncorrelated measurements are collected by different APs within range of each client. It should be clear to the reader than no business model would support the extra cost fo deploying 2-3x more dense APs solely for the purpose of localization. What is more, considering the number of non-overlapping WiFi channels available, a dense deployment may reduce the overall throughput due to inter-cell interference.
Motivated by the shortcomings of existing approaches, our goal is to design and implement a practical WiFi-based indoor localization mechanism that carries the following properties: (i) it yields accurate localization even with a single AP, (ii) it is fully compatible with the current 802.11 standard, (iii) it has little or no impact on the performance of data transmissions, (iv) no hardware or software changes on the client's side are required, and (v) any changes on the AP side are inexpensive and straightforward.
One AP is not enough
Previous fingerprinting methods involve collecting RSSI measurements from multiple APs located at different locations. Typically, the more APs there are, the higher accuracy the system can achieve. However, as discussed, larger number of APs has its drawbacks. Our first experiment uses a single AP equipped with up to 8 omni-directional antennas (one at each RF chain). As shown in the Fig. 1 , we fix 27 reference points on the floor with 33cm distance between two adjacent points and place the AP close to these reference points, resulting in two thirds of the area having line-ofsight towards the AP. We pick test points randomly around reference points as illustrated in the figure. We then measure the RSSI vector (fingerprint) between the user's antenna and the AP's antennas at each reference point, and store those fingerprints in a database. This phase is often referred as the offline phase, or the survey phase. Now that we have collected the RSSI vectors of all the reference points, we move to the so-called online phase or query phase where we perform pattern matching between the RSSI vector collected on the test points against the known fingerprints to find out the closest reference point towards the user. In this paper, this pattern matching is done using a deep neural network that we describe later.
We start with the case where the AP has only one antenna, in which case the fingerprint is merely a scalar (the user has only one antenna). We plot the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the localization error in dotted red line in Fig. 2 , where we define the error as the Euclidean distance between the test point and the projected reference point. As expected, the localization error is quite large and the accuracy is not much better than making a random guess. Now, instead of only 1 antenna, we use all the 8 antennas on the AP, making the RSSI measurement an 1 × 8 vector. Unfortunately, as shown by the dotted blue line in Fig. 2 , there is no significant performance improvement when we increase the number of antennas from 1 to 8. This is due to the high correlation among the antennas on the AP since they are closely located to each other. We conclude that the extra antennas do not provide much new information to predict the user's location.
Higher diversity via multiple APs
To obtain more diversity in the RSSI vector, this time we place the 8 antennas in different locations surrounding the reference points, as shown by the 8 antenna symbols in Fig.  1 so that we could get 8 uncorrelated RSSI measurements for each fingerprint. (Note that we setup the testbed such that each RF chain operates independently as if we have 8 separate APs with 1 omni antenna each.) The solid purple line in Fig. 2 shows that the localization accuracy has been greatly improved thanks to the spatial diversity among the APs, as has been reported extensively in prior fingerprinting works. 
Higher diversity via SBAs
However, as we have argued earlier, it is not practical to assume that every location is covered by multiple APs. To increase measurement diversity within a single AP we swap the omni antennas with 8 directional switched-beam antennas, where each antenna is set to one distinct direction. (For more information about the specific hardware used in our experiments see the next section.)
In an multipath environment, the received signal x(t) of an antenna can be written as:
where m i (t) is the complex modulation function of the ith multipath component, i = 1, . . . , m, that arrives in direction (φ i , θ i ) after flying for τ i seconds, and g(φ i , θ i ) represents the antenna gain on direction (φ i , θ i ). For omnidirectional antennas, g(φ, θ) is often considered constant for all φ and θ, implying an equal antenna gain towards all directions. On the other hand, given a direction (φ, θ), switched-beam antennas might yield different antenna gain g(φ, θ) when setting to different directional modes, which ultimately changes the received signal x(t) on that SBA.
Researchers have taken advantage of the spatial diversity brought by SBAs in many previous works, see, for example [71] , [72] , [73] , [74] , [75] , where SBAs are used to increase signal power, suppress multipath or reduce interference. To judge how much diversity one may obtain from different directions in the context of fingerprinting, we first collect RSSI measurements on a total of 144 different locations across a whole office room, and compare the RSSI heatmaps for the different directions/modes available by the inexpensive SBAs that we use. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the RSSI measurements have drastically different patterns for each mode (yellow stands for high RSSI and blue for low). This implies that a single SBA with n modes may yield n relatively uncorrelated RSSI measurements, or, equivalently, an AP with n SBAs each one configured in a different mode, may yield n relatively uncorrelated RSSI measurements from a single packet reception. Motivated by this, we perform the same experiment as in Fig. 1 , this time using one AP with 8 SBAs each configured in a different mode. As shown by the solid blue line in Fig. 2 , the localization accuracy increases significantly compared to the case of 8 omni antennas. Remarkably, in Fig. 4 we plot the average error achieved by a variable number of APs and compare it against the error achieved by a single AP equipped with 8 SBAs, and we can see that the latter setup is as good as having 8 separate APs.
To investigate this further, we compare the correlation matrix of RSSI measurements collected by (i) 8 separate APs, (ii) a single AP with 8 directional antennas (SBAs) and, (iii) a single AP with 8 omni-directional antennas. Since the RSSI values collected by different antennas tend to follow the same distribution with similar mean and variance, we simply compute the average correlation coefficients from the correlation matrices and plot the results in Fig. 5 . As we can see, by using SBAs we manage to reduce the average correlation coefficient from 0.7 to 0.26, which is at the same level as that from the 8 separate APs setup.
SYSTEM DESIGN
Consider a single AP with 4 to 8 SBAs, each with 9 predefined directional modes to choose from including the omnidirection. (Note that current WiFi standards provision for up to 8 RF chains per chipset and modern, inexpensive SBAs have 4 to 8 directional modes plus the omni mode.) We assume users are equipped with one omni-directional antenna like many handhold devices today (more antennas on the user side won't change the performance or design of the system sizably). We restrict both the AP and users to operate within the 802.11 standard, i.e. they can only perform operations that are defined by 802.11, including: user connecting to the AP, AP sounding the channel, upand down-link transmission between the AP and users etc. Non-802.11-compatible operations are disallowed to avoid any hardware/software modifications on the devices. No multiple-AP-coordination or a central localization server is considered.
Like previous fingerprint methods, the system works in two phases: the offline and the online phase. In the offline phase, RSSI (or CSI amplitude) readings in multiple directional modes, either from a single antenna or from multiple antennas, are collected for all the reference points across the site under study. These data will be processed, labeled (each reference point will be considered as one distinct class) and then used to train a deep neural network classifier built using TensorFlow [76] . In the online phase, the AP measures the RSSI values from a user, and then feeds this vector to the classifier. The user's location will thus be estimated to be the reference point/class with the highest probability.
Hardware
We use 3 WARPv3 software defined radio boards [77] other board serves as the user equipped with one omnidirectional antenna. To test the localization performance, we use WARPLab, a non-real-time system which makes realtime use of the channel but all the transmitter and receiver processing is done offline in MATLAB, which allows us to collect the RSSI (or CSI amplitude) measurements and feed them to the machine learning estimator located in a desktop computer.
Machine learning
We use a typical Deep Neural Network (DNN) classifier with 2 hidden layers to predict the user's location, mainly because DNN can effectively capture the non-linearity of indoor signal strengths [79] . Also, we chose such mature and classic solution on purpose to keep things simple. Briefly speaking, we train the neural network using as input the RSSI vectors of the reference points whose correct class is known, while the output is a vector of zeros and ones indicating the correct class for the input. For example, if there are a total of 5 reference points, the correct output for the second reference point would be [0, 1, 0, 0, 0]. We use the ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) function as the activation function for each node and initialize their weights and biases randomly. Following standard practice, at the output layer we apply the softmax function [80] to obtain a vector of probabilities that sum up to one, where the ith value represents the probability that the user is being at the ith reference point. Last, we perform forward propagation and back propagation on the training data to update the parameters of the network using gradient descent. We have also applied common techniques such as cross-validation and dropout to avoid overfitting and improve the accuracy [81] .
In the online phase where we make predictions of a user's location, we feed the input to the model and obtain the output, which in the online phase is a vector of probabilities equal to the chance that each reference point is the estimated location. We thus can assert that the location of the input vector is closest to the reference point that has the highest probability in the output. If there are multiple RSSI vectors corresponding to each test point, we first make predictions for each vector independently and then decide the user's location via majority voting. 
DoA via MUSIC
In addition to increased diversity of measurements, SBAs have another crucial benefit over omni antennas: one may use the MUSIC algorithm [44] modified to work with RSSI measurements [45] to acquire rough DoA estimates without any additional overhead. While such DoA estimates may not be accurate enough to be used for DoA-based localization, they may guide the machine learning estimation process by weeding out some erroneous potential locations that are in the wrong direction, so that we can narrow down the choices for the correct location (see, for example, the green triangle in Fig. 7 ). This has the potential to improve the localization accuracy sizably given that in indoor setups, two locations that are far way from each other might still have similar RSSI readings. Specifically, the MUSIC algorithm is a widely-used tool for estimating the arrival angle of an RF signal based on the received signal amplitudes/phases at each element of an antenna array, of which the covariance matrix is analyzed by eigenvalue decomposition. Due to space limitations, please refer to [44] for more details on the algorithm. The conventional MUSIC algorithm requires an antenna array, plus both amplitude and phase information (full CSI) of the received signal, which are not always available in commercial 802.11 products: antenna arrays are too expensive and too big for indoor WiFi APs, while phase information may not be accessible on certain WiFi chipsets as they don't provide any APIs to get this information. Motivated by this, the authors in [45] have proposed an adapted MUSIC algorithm which achieves good DoA estimation accuracy even though it only requires RSSI readings, which are available in every 802.11 compatible device. Specifically, the adapted MUSIC algorithm uses the so called MUSIC pseudospectrum function, P S(θ), to obtain an estimate for the direction of arrival θ. The pseudospectrum function is defined as follows:
where RSSI i is the RSSI reading obtained when setting the antenna to directional mode i, g i (θ) is this antenna's power gain towards direction θ in directional mode i, and mode 1 with power gain g 1 (θ) towards direction θ and RSSI reading RSSI 1 is used for calibration purposes. Note that the power gain of an antenna towards a given direction can be found from the antenna pattern provided by the antenna manufacturer and we have used the data-sheets of the SBAs that we use to obtain those values. Also note that we use the Omni mode for calibration purposes.
With the above in mind, given a vector of RSSI measurements collected at one or more antennas while setting them to one or more directional modes, the estimated DoÂ θ would be the direction that maximizes the MUSIC pseudospectrum defined in (2) , that is:
The DoA can be easily computed using brute-force. For more details about the RSSI-based MUSIC algorithm please refer to [45] .
User mobility and Hidden Markov Model
The core of our proposal is the use of SBAs for higher measurement diversity and DoA estimation as described above. With the core system at hand, one may add a number of potential enhancements along the lines of prior work [57] , [58] , [59] , [60] , [61] , [62] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [63] , [64] , [65] , [66] , [82] , [83] , [84] . To illustrate the potential improvement from such enhancements, we introduce an enhancement that takes advantage of a user's structured mobility to reduce the chances that a far away reference point is selected. We do so by implementing a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) which exploits the dependency between consecutive location estimations of the user. To further improve the localization accuracy, we also collect multiple measurements in a short period in the close neighborhood of a location to average out noise over both time and space. Details are discussed below.
Hidden Markov Model
A Hidden Markov Model is a Markov Model with unobserved, or "hidden" states [85] , [86] , [82] . In our case, we consider the client's locations as the discrete hidden states, and treat the location predictions obtained from the previous step as observable states.
We then apply the Viterbi Algorithm [87] , [88] , [89] to the HMM to find the most likely path of the client. Specifically, given a state space S with n hidden states, transition probabilities a i,j from state i to state j, observations at each time 1 , x 2 , ..., x T which represents the path that the client has taken between time 1 and T .
According to the Viterbi Algorithm, we define V t,k as the probability of the most likely sequence ending in state k at time t, based on the first t observations. The following recurrence relations can be shown to hold:
We proceed as follows: We first determine the transition probabilities between any pair of hidden states based on their distance: as shown in Fig. 8 , the closer one location is to the current location, the higher their transition probability would be. For example, if the system localizes a client every one second, the probability that the client is say 2 meters away from the current location at the next second is much larger than the probability that the client has moved by 10 meters (walking at a normal speed versus running). Then, we determine the emission probabilities: note that the observed state y t is merely the probability distribution of the client being in each state/location at time slot t (for instance, one possible observed state could be "the client has 20% chance of being in location 1 and 80% chance of being in location 4"). In other words,
can thus be seen as the probability of the client being in hidden state i, given observation y t . Or, more formally, p t k = P (k|y t ), and, using Bayes' Formula we obtain:
As a result, Eq. 4 becomes:
To simplify the analysis, it is reasonable to assume that P (k) = 1 n , ∀k, i.e., the client is equally likely to be at any location. This, in turn, implies that P (y t ) can also be assumed to be the same for all possible y t vectors, since each location corresponds to a specific observed state and the observed states have the same structure by symmetry. Note that although we do not know the exact value for the term P (yt) P (k) , it can be ignored since it is a constant factor that would be multiplied to all V t,k where t ∈ [1, T ] and k ∈ [1, n], and thus poses no change to the decision of x that maximizes V t,k .
Starting from V 1,k , we can now compute V t,k recursively for all t between 2 and T . The Viterbi algorithm initializes V 1,k as follows: V 1,k = P (1, k) · P (y 1 |k), where P (1, k) denotes the initial probabilities. By assuming P (1, k) is uniformly distributed and using Bayes' Formula for P (y 1 |k) we obtain:
Besides the value of V t,k , we also need to record which state x was used to maximize it in order to retrieve the full Viterbi path. By letting Ptr(k,
Multiple Measurements to average out noise
One may compose "neighborhoods" which consist of, say 9 reference points such that each neighborhood is about 1 square meter (see orange grid at the top left of Fig.  7 ), take say 10 consecutive RSSI measurements within a short time period (say 0.1 seconds, such that it is likely that the user has not moved longer than 1m during this period), predict the location from each measurement (see shaded reference points in Fig. 7) , and finally use these 10 predictions together to determine the probability of the user being in each neighborhood. This step allows us to reduce the noise of the estimation by averaging the results from multiple measurements over both time and space. When applying the HMM treating as a location a neighborhood of points rather than a single point, we report in the end as the predicted location the center reference point of the neighborhood (see Fig. 7 ).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present extensive experimental results that we perform under a variety of indoor environments. To make our results/findings realistic, we deliberately conduct the online localization phase in a dynamic environment where people are moving around, doors are being opened and closed, etc. We will start with experiments conducted inside a large office room of 7 by 10 meters size (805 square feet), see Fig.  9a . This is a typical office environment that has desks, chairs, and other furniture including some metal shelves in the middle, blocking and reflecting any RF signals. We install the AP in the center of the room as shown in the figure. A total of 144 reference points are distributed evenly in the green area, with 33cm distance between each other. For each reference point, we collect 1000 measurements in about 10 seconds in the training phase to eliminate the influence of AWGN noise. A total of 160 test points are randomly picked across the room, and we define the error as the distance between the actual location of the test point and the reference point that it is classified to.
Baseline results
We first set the 8 antennas of the AP to the omni mode. As expected, the RSSI vectors collected are highly correlated. This yields an error which is as bad as random guessing. Specifically, the CDF of the error under random guessing versus fingerprinting using omni mode measurements from a single AP are pretty much on top of each other and meaningful localization is not possible. While prior work has addressed this by deploying more APs in an unrealistically dense fashion, we stay with one AP but set the 8 antennas to different directions in order to obtain uncorrelated RSSI readings and improve the classification accuracy. The results (CDF of the error) are shown in the solid blue line in Fig. 9b: some test points are classified correctly to their nearby reference points, others are not, and the average error achieved drops from 6m to 2m. Note that this is much larger than the 0.5m reported in Fig. 2 , which is due to the fact that now we are operating on a much larger room without line-ofsight towards most of the locations and under a dynamic environment involving human and object mobility.
Using all directions of all antennas
We examine whether we can improve performance by using more features for the machine learning model: instead of one direction per antenna, we switch the antenna modes in a round-robin manner and obtain a total of 8×9=72 RSSI measurements, 9 measurements from each of the 8 antennas. By doing so, we observe some performance gain as shown in the dotted blue line in Fig. 9b which is nevertheless small. This is consistent with our prior observation that antennas on the same AP have a high correlation when configured to the same mode, which holds irrespectively of whether this is an omni mode or a directional mode. In summary, although we have 8 times more features than before, we do not get a sizable performance improvement and it is thus more efficient to collect up to 9 measurements, one for each mode, from either one of the antennas.
Using DoA via MUSIC
We add the DoA estimation into the features as follows. For each RSSI vector, we compute its estimated DoA using the MUSIC algorithm as described before, and feed it to the machine learning model along with the original RSSIs. The additional information of DoA allows the model to filter out wrong candidate reference points (RPs) during the classification process as illustrated by the green triangle in Fig. 7 . The new results are plotted in the red solid line in Fig. 9b . As we can see the localization accuracy has been greatly improved thanks to the DoA information, with an average error of 1.1 meters. Note that the DoA information can be obtained directly from the RSSI vector thanks to the directionality of SBA. Similarly, we do the same for the 72 RSSI case (the dotted red line), where we can again observe some minor performance gain thanks to the additional RSSI measurements.
Using user mobility via Hidden Markov Model
We investigate the performance improvement from using mobility via an HMM in the same office room setup, where a client walks around the office room, and compare the localization results between 1) plain fingerprinting, as described in Section 5.3; 2) HMM-t-fingerprinting, where the client's location x at time t is considered as the location with the largest V t,k , given observations till time t (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y t ); 3) HMM-final-fingerprinting, in which case we first find the last location x T based on all the observations, and then obtain all client's prior locations (complete path) by backtracking, see Eq. (9) . As shown in Fig. 10 , HMMfinal-fingerprinting has the highest accuracy since it takes advantage of all the observations, but location predictions can only be computed at the end. HMM-t-fingerprinting predicts locations on the fly since each estimation only requires the observations till that moment and achieves the same accuracy as HMM-final-fingerprinting as time t grows, as illustrated by Fig. 10c and Fig. 10d . Finally, we plot the localization error distribution achieved by our system when the HMM is added to our core fingerprint method, see yellow curves in Fig. 9b (like before, the solid line corresponds to the 8-RSSI measurements case, and the dotted line to the 72-RSSI measurements case). The average error is now reduced to sub-meter levels, to 0.87 in the 8-RSSI vector case, and to 0.81 in the 72-RSSI vector case. These errors correspond to the case where we take 10 measurements over a short period of time and consider the center of a neighborhood/square of 9 points as the location when using the HMM, thus averaging over both time and space to reduce noise (See Section 4.4.2). If we only collect one measurement and don't use a neighborhood/square but predict a single point location directly, the average error is about 10% larger (0.95 versus 0.87) due to more noisy measurements.
Note that our HMM is only offered as an example. Prior work focusing on augmenting the core fingerprinting methodology with more side information will likely improve the accuracy of our core system even further. For instance, using the smartphone's magnetic compass and accelerometer, one can measure a client's moving direction and speed, and thus obtain more accurate transition probabilities that would further improve the performance of the HMM.
Results when varying other parameters
We study the impact of various other factors on the localization accuracy.
Different environment: corridor
We conduct another set of experiments in a corridor instead of the office room, to study the performance of our system in different environments. The topology of the corridor, which is about 70 ft long and covers an area of 1200 square feet, can be seen in Fig. 11a . While this is a larger area than the office room previously considered, it has less obstacles and most of the area has a line-of-sight towards the AP. We fix 190 reference points evenly and select 200 test points randomly, all in the green area shown in the picture. The CDF of the localization error is shown in Fig. 11b for all approaches. The error is only sightly higher than in the office room setup and the same trend with respect to the impact of various additions to the core system can be observed as we add DoA estimation and the use of the HMM. The average error in the end is 0.94m and 0.89m for 8-RSSI and 72-RSSI measurements respectively.
Using CSI instead of RSSI
Besides RSSI, researchers have leveraged Channel State Information (CSI) measurements to perform fingerprinting [90] . Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the CDF of the localization error when using either RSSI or CSI amplitude measurements. Note that we use the amplitude only rather than the full CSI because a channel's phase changes fast and is often considered random [79] . We conduct the experiments in the setting of Fig. 1 using vectors of RSSI and CSI amplitudes as the input for the neural network classifier. As can be seen from Fig. 12 , there is no significant difference in terms of localization performance when we switch between RSSI (the blue line) and CSI (the red line). Since CSI measurements are much harder to obtain (they can be collected via the MIMO channel sounding process), we recommend the use of RSSI.
Different grid sizes
We study the impact of different grid sizes on the localization accuracy in the setting of Fig. 1 . Since the user can only be localized to one of the reference points which are discrete in space, the "intrinsic error" of the system depends on the grid size, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . More specifically, assuming that the distance between two adjacent reference points is d and that the user is uniformly randomly positioned in a 2-D space, we use basic probability and some algebra to compute the intrinsic error, i.e., the expected error when the user is accurately located to the nearest reference point, and obtain:
As an example, with d = 33cm, the localization accuracy is limited by a system's intrinsic error of 13cm. We reduce the grid size by half from 33cm to 16cm, so that there are roughly 4x reference points in the same area and the intrinsic error becomes 6cm. The results are plotted in the green line in Fig. 12 , which shows that, as expected, a smaller grid size can indeed improve the accuracy, especially for test points which are correctly classified to one of the nearby reference points. That said, the smaller the grid size the larger the number of reference points, which, in turn, increases the cost of the offline phase. While the offline phase may take place with robots and other automated means in large industrial facilities today, there is clearly a limit to how small the grid size may be for the approach to stay practical.
Number of antenna and number of directions
Next, we examine the impact of the number of antennas/RF chains of the AP, and the impact of the number of different directional modes on each SBA. We perform the experiments in the office room (Fig. 9a ) using both the RSSI vector and DoA estimation to predict the user's location.
First, we fix the number of directional modes to 8 and reduce the number of antennas on the AP. For the cases with less than 8 antennas, we switch the directional modes to cover all the 8 directions. As shown by the dotted blue line in Fig. 13 , reducing the number of antennas only has a minor influence on the localization performance. This is mainly because of the high spatial correlation among the antennas on the same AP, which means that the RSSI measurements of different antennas on the same directional mode are likely to be similar and thus higher number of antennas could not give us much more useful information, as already discussed. However, as we elaborate on later in the implementation section, reducing the number of antennas increases the number of packets that an AP has to receive from a user to get enough RSSI readings. For instance, to get a measurement for 8 directions/modes, we would need either an AP with 8 antennas set in different directions/modes to receive a single packet from a user, or an AP with 1 antenna to switch between the 8 different directions/modes and receive one packet under each mode for a total of 8 packets.
While the number of antennas does not affect the results by much as long as all available modes are used, the solid blue curve on that plot shows that the number of directional modes does have a huge impact on the localization decision. To get this curve we fix the number of antennas to be 8 but reduce the number of directional modes used for both RSSI measurements and DoA estimation. As the number of directional modes decreases the inaccuracy of the system increases drastically, because we lose diversity in the RSSI measurements and we lose accuracy in the DoA estimation, the latter because the accuracy of the MUSIC algorithm is strongly related to the number of independent measurement using distinct directional modes [45] . For example, as shown by the red line in Fig. 13 , the average error of the DoA estimation increases from 15 degrees to over 50 degrees as the number of modes goes down from 8 to 2.
More than one AP
Although the purpose of this paper is to provide a way to get good fingerprint accuracy using only one AP, we would also like to examine whether we can get any performance gain when we have more than one AP. With this in mind, we use 2 APs each equipped with 4 SBAs to cover the area of Fig. 1 and compare the localization accuracy from this setup against 1 AP with 8 antennas. As shown by the error CDFs in Fig. 14, we get a mild performance gain with two APs. The improvement is due to a combination of two factors brought by the second AP: the reduced non-LOS area and a slightly higher diversity in the RSSI readings. In the comparison above we kept the total number of uncorrelated measurements the same. More general, in an enterprise WiFi scenario where it is common to have a couple of APs within range of a user, the localization accuracy would improve when using say two AP, as in this case the total number of uncorrelated measurements fed into the machine learning and DoA estimation modules would obviously double.
Adapting to Environmental Changes
Fingerprint-based localization accuracy may reduce with time due to environmental changes, because the estimate is based on a fingerprint map collected in the past when the environment might have been different [46] , [91] , [92] , [93] . In this section we access whether our SBA-based fingerprint system is less or more robust to such changes than traditional fingerprinting.
To do so, we use "old" fingerprint reference points to predict the location of users a number of months into the future. Specifically, we remeasure the RSSI vectors at the same test points used in the original experiment (reported in Section 5.1) and estimate the test point locations using the "old" fingerprint reference points which were measured 4 months in the past. Of interest is by how much the localization error will increase given that there have been plenty of changes in the layout of the room including moved chairs, desks, and even metal shelves. Note that the location of the AP in the context of our SBA-based system, as well as of the APs in the context of a traditional fingerprint system utilizing with multiple APs, is the same as before. Fig. 15 shows that the traditional fingerprint system suffers a bit more from the environmental changes (50% error increase) than our SBA-based system (40% error increase). While clearly the accuracy loss heavily depends on the amount of environmental changes and thus it is scenario specific, prior work has reported similar degradation on the accuracy over similar periods of time, see, for example, [46] . Note that there is a large body of prior work on how to efficiently "refresh" fingerprints to remedy for this accuracy loss with the minimum possible overhead, see, for example, [91] , [92] , [93] , and all this prior work is equally applicable to our SBA-based system as well.
Last, we argue that the slightly better robustness of our SBA-based solution over traditional fingerprinting is likely not by chance. To see this, consider a typical indoor space where only one area of the space (e.g. an office or a shop) is remodeled. While the signal to omni antennas of APs would be generally affected by this change, the signal to directional modes that look the "other" way wouldn't that much. Thus, some of the fingerprints generated by directional modes of SBAs would be still relatively valid.
IMPLEMENTATION OVERHEAD
As already discussed, the cost of replacing omni antennas with SBAs is in the order of a handful of dollars which is thus not a concern, especially for enterprise grade WiFi APs. What is more, our system does not need a dense deployment of additional APs such that clients are within range of multiple APs, a requirement for traditional fingerprinting. Thus, overall, the cost of our solution is significantly less than that of traditional fingerprinting.
What we have not discussed yet is the potential airtime overhead from collecting fingerprints for the various SBA modes, as well as any overhead from the need to select modes. We discuss those issues in this section.
Collecting fingerprints in a standard compatible manner
Two types of RF signal measurements can be used for indoor localization purposes: RSSI or CSI (amplitude).
RSSI can be easily collected during the pairing process or during any type of data transmission (SISO, SU-MIMO, MU-MIMO) where a packet exchange between the AP and the user takes place. Note that the RSSI is easily accessible in all commodity hardware/WiFi chipsets via predefined APIs. When no data transmission is going on, the AP can actively probe a user and obtain the RSSI vector by receiving an ACK message. With a tiny or zero payload, the total transmission time to send such a probe and receive an ACK would be about 100µs, assuming say a 54 Mbps SISO transmission under 802.11g (and it would be even less under 802.11n/ac).
CSI information can be obtained through the channel sounding process in the beginning of any SU-MIMO or MU-MIMO downlink transmission under 802.11n/ac. During this process the AP sends a short, predefined channel sounding sequence to the user. After receiving the sounding sequence, the user estimates the downlink channel and sends the estimated CSI back to the AP so that the AP can use it to perform MIMO transmission afterwards. Note that the CSI information can be retrieved from the AP hardware in many commodity chipsets today, though not all chipset manufacturers open up the corresponding API to WiFi system integrators.
The above are no different than in a traditional fingerprinting system. However, a traditional fingerprinting system requires a handful of APs to record measurements from a client who is not associated with them, a nonstandard compatible requirement which we do not have.
Collecting fingerprints for all directions/modes
While traditional fingerprinting needs to collect one measurement at each AP within range of the client (in one of the omni antennas of each AP), we collect one measurement per SBA mode in the AP at which the client is associated with. Since our experiments have established that the accuracy of localization heavily depends on the number of uncorrelated RSSI measurements, with say 8 directional modes per SBA, our goal is to obtain 8 RSSI readings, one from each of the 8 distinct modes.
We can do this as efficiently as collecting one reading: For example, if the AP has 8 antennas, we can set each antenna to one distinct direction and get 8 readings, one for each mode, with a single packet reception. While this is the recommended process, we comment on a few more cases: if the AP has less than 8 antennas, say only 1 antenna, we would set the antenna to one mode at a time and get 1 reading for each packet transmission. If the AP has 8 antennas but we want to collect RSSI measurements at each antenna for each mode, that is, 8 × 8 = 64 RSSI readings in total, then we would need 8 packets in total since each packet reception will yield one measurement per antenna for the mode the antenna is currently configured at.
Airtime overhead
We consider a realistic scenario and perform back-of-the envelope calculations to find any airtime overhead due to our localization scheme. Assume say 40 users are paired with an AP equipped with 8 SBAs. Say users wish to have localization estimates every one second for navigation purposes.
If the users are actively transmitting data, then there would be at least one packet exchange per user during a one second period, and thus the airtime overhead is zero. If the users are idle, then the AP does need to probe the users (which would take at most 100µs per user assuming say a 54 Mbps SISO transmission under 802.11g, and it would be even less under 802.11n/ac) every one second, and thus the overall overhead would be 40×100µs 1000ms = 0.4%. However, since the users are not transmitting data packets anyway, this overhead can still be considered as zero since the channel is idle. Now suppose we wish to collect say 10 independent measurements per user every one second, to reduce the noise of the readings (see Section 4.4), and assume the potentially troublesome case where users are not transmitting data packets and ACKs thus all those measurements need to be collected through probing. 10 measurements take less than 1ms to complete, and thus less than 40ms for all the 40 users. Therefore, the overall airtime overhead caused by localization would be 40ms 1000ms = 4%. But again, this is when the channel is idle as users don't transmit any data packets. If they do, then probing is not required as regular ACKs will provide the required measurements.
The above are no different than in a traditional fingerprinting system. However, a traditional fingerprinting system requires to combine the measurements from a handful of APs to some central server, e.g. the controller, which would then process all of them jointly. While these measurements would probably be transmitted over wire thus not contributing to airtime overhead, this requirement does contribute to the general overhead and complexity of the system.
Selecting the best antenna modes
In our experiment setting we have leveraged RSSI readings obtained from all the 8 directional modes of the SBAs that we used to achieve a good localization accuracy. Obviously, the more directional modes there are, the better the accuracy would be as RSSI on each mode is an independent feature for the machine learning model. That said, more than say 10 modes are neither needed, as 10 independent readings can yield very good accuracy (this would correspond to a legacy fingerprinting system collecting readings in 10 APs for each client), nor are they desired, as this would raise the cost of the SBAs. Still, in a hypothetical scenario where a certain SBA has a lot of directional modes and one would wish to select a subset of these modes of cardinality say 10 that yields the best localization performance, this can be done by standard feature-selection methods such as exhaustive search, greedy hill climbing [94] , [95] or filter algorithms based on correlation and mutual information [96] .
TOA LOCALIZATION WITH SBAS
There are two fundamental advantages of SBAs, higher diversity and ability to get a rough DoA estimate. Fingerprinting-based localization is only one of the possible beneficiaries of these advantages, e.g. we have used them to get better MIMO rates in both single AP setups [42] and multiple, coordinated APs setups (where low coordination overhead is of essence) [43] . In this section we investigate how SBAs may benefit other types of localization, and, in particular, Time-of-Arrival (ToA) methods.
Under ToA methods, an AP measures the total travel time t of the RF signal between the client and itself, and then infers their distance by multiplying t by the speed of light. If multiple APs do this (at least three), the client's location can be estimated by triangulation. However, the clock of the APs and the clock of the client need to be tightly synchronized in order to obtain a precise distance estimation, which is very hard in practice. Therefore, a more practical method called Time-Difference-of-Arrival (TDoA) has been proposed: instead of measuring the absolute time between the client and each AP, the APs would simply measure the differences of arrival times from the same signal broadcast by the client. At last, the client's location can be determined by the intersection of two hyperbolas. In this case, only the APs' clocks need to be synchronized, which is much easier to achieve.
To improve the performance of these techniques, researchers have proposed several "hybrid" methods that combine ToA and DoA estimation to localize the client, often using antenna arrays [97] , [98] . Inspired by those works, we study the accuracy improvement of TDoA if one uses inexpensive, compact SBAs to infer rough DoA estimates, rather than using antenna arrays. As mentioned above, a TDoA localization system first measures two time differences from two pairs of APs (for example, the signal arrival time difference between AP 1 and AP 2 t 1,2 , and the signal arrival time difference between AP 1 and AP 3 t 1,3 ), converts the time differences into distance differences d 1,2 and d 1,3 , and then predicts the client's location to be the intersection of two hyperbolas generated by the distance differences. If the hyperbolas do not intersect or intersect twice, the system could select another two pairs of APs (e.g. AP 1 -AP 2 and AP 2 -AP 3 ) to find a unique intersection between the two new hyperbolas. With the additional DoA information provided by the SBAs, the system can further refine the area for the client's potential location and thus improve the overall accuracy. Fig. 16 illustrates such mechanism.
To see how much improvement we can get from SBAs, we perform a simulation using results from our testbed and prior testbeds [97] , [98] , [99] , [100] : in a round topology with 40 meters radius, three APs are located towards the center with 15 meters distance between each other. A client is randomly located inside the topology and is broadcasting to the APs. Upon receiving the signal from the client, the APs measure the TDoA between themselves, that is, each AP measures the arrival time of the signal and compares the difference between its measurement and the measurements of the other APs. Based on prior work testbed results, we set the inaccuracy of distance difference estimation (inferred from the time difference) to be normally distributed with a mean 3 meters, see [99] , [100] for details, while we set the inaccuracy of DoA estimation to 30 degrees based on our testbed results, see Section 5. We then compare the error between 1) plain TDoA, where the system would estimate the client's location when there is only one intersection between two hyperbolas, and 2) TDoA + DoA, where the system would take the additional step to verify if such intersection is within the DoA estimation range of the APs. For both methods, the system would traverse through all the possible combinations of AP pairs until the client's location can be fixed, or it will perform the measurement again if none can be found. Note that in case of multiple intersections, the TDoA + DoA could also select the one that is closer to the center of gravity of the DoA estimation range thus arriving to a location estimate faster (without requiring the consideration of an additional AP pair). The CDF of the localization error of both approaches is shown in Fig. 17 . It is clear that TDoA + DoA significantly lowers the error, achieving an average error of nearly half that of plain TDoA.
PERFORMANCE/COST COMPARISON
Considering fingerprinting-based localization schemes only, it is evident that our work reduces the cost and increases the accuracy of vanilla fingerprinting-based localization, thanks to a significant reduction on the number of APs required for accurate localization. Specifically, it achieves an accuracy in the order of 90cm using a single AP only (equipped with a handful of SBAs), whereas vanilla fingerprinting would require about 10 APs to get that accuracy. Note that some recent works have improved fingerprinting accuracy using additional information. For example, [41] uses information from motion sensors to get accuracy in the order of 1m with 4 APs, and [84] uses information from accelerometers to get accuracy in the order of 70cm with 7 APs. Our work can use any of the above "add-on" techniques to further increase the achieved accuracy. Note that clearly our work does nothing to reduce the well known cost of fingerprinting associated with the need of offline training.
Comparing our fingerprinting-based approach to other approaches is more challenging due to the diversity of solutions, but some high level comparison is nevertheless in order. Traditional AoA methods require, in general, LOS, expensive antenna arrays and at least 2 APs to produce good results. That said, some recent works have provided good accuracy at reasonable cost. For example, SpotFi [7] reduces the cost of AoA by using a "virtual antenna array" using 3 antennas rather than an expensive antenna array, achieving 40cm accuracy when using a handful of APs with LOS to the target, and 160cm accuracy when only a couple of those APs have LOS to the target. Phaser [97] synchronizes and combines multiple APs equipped with plain antennas and treats the combined set of antennas as an antenna array, yielding about 100cm accuracy when using a couple of APs. Swan [36] places multiple antennas on the same RF chain in a way that allows for antenna array functionality without the cost of multiple RF chains, achieving about 50cm accuracy when using two APs with 9 antennas and 3 RF chains each.
Traditional ToA/TDoA methods require in general LOS, synchronization between devices, a large band and at least 3 APs to get accurate results. That said, some recent works again have provided good accuracy at reasonable cost. For example, Chronos [3] measures the phase offset of uplink and downlink CSI in as large of a band as possible between a user and a single AP, achieving about 70cm accuracy with LOS and about 100cm without. ToneTrack [53] combines information from multiple signals on different bands to achieve about 90cm accuracy with 4 APs. Last, some works have attempted to get very high accuracy disregarding cost, e.g. PLAT [31] uses mm-wave beamforming at 60GHz with a very sharp lobe to get 5cm accuracy.
Comparing the accuracy of all these schemes is somewhat arbitrary as the reported numbers depend on the used testbeds and the environment, which differ across studies, but one may categorize them into low, medium and high accuracy schemes based on the reported values. Comparing the cost of those schemes is also somewhat arbitrary. That said, things like expensive antenna arrays, expensive hardware e.g. mm-wave grade, tight synchronization requirements among multiple devices for ToA purposes, use of a large number of APs for fingerprinting AoA and ToA, etc. constitute a sizable cost, and one may similarly categorize the schemes into low, medium and high cost. Fig.  18 summarizes these results.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we show with SDR experiments that SBAs can help fingerprint-based indoor positioning mechanisms achieve significantly better accuracy with a single AP, a single packet reception, no changes to clients, negligible to zero airtime overhead, and in full compatibility to the 802.11 standard. The only required change is to swap omni antennas with SBAs. Such SBAs cost a couple of dollars more than omni antennas, and are already integrated with WiFi chipsets from all major chipset manufacturers. Thus, at the cost of a handful of dollars per AP, highly accurate indoor localization is possible via WiFi fingerprinting.
